Ford flex brake recall

Ford has issued a recall for a total of , vehicles in the U. The affected vehicles have a front brake
jounce hose that can rupture and lead to brake fluid leaking, ultimately possibly causing longer
brake-pedal travel and increasing the risk of a crash. Ford said in a release that when the brake
fluid levels become low, a light will illuminate on the dashboard. The automaker isn't aware of
any accidents or injuries resulting from the issue. To fix this problem, owners can bring their
vehicles to a dealer who will replace the brake jounce hose with one made of a revised material.
Ford also issued two other recalls along with the one for the Edge and MKX, including one for
the Lincoln Corsair and another for the Ford F There are Corsairs being recalled in the U.
Dealers will trim the toe link bracket edge and replace the spring coil to fix the recall. There are
Fs in the U. Dealers will replace the attachment to fix the recall. Owners can check with the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's recalls site for more information, which should
be posted soon, and to see if their vehicle is included in any of the recalls. New Cars. Buyer's
Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. Car and Driver. Ford has
issued a recall for nearly , of its crossovers, including the â€” Ford Edge and the â€” Lincoln
MKX. The recall is over a front brake jounce hose that may leak brake fluid, making it more
difficult to brake. Also today, Ford issued two separate recalls for small numbers of the Lincoln
Corsair and the Ford F for different issues. This content is created and maintained by a third
party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able
to find more information about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue
Reading Below. More From Recalls. Reliability indicates how models have performed in the
past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These
charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a
rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the
engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more
about car Reliability. Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you
have received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your
account information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. Used Ford Flex Change
Vehicle. While the Flex's unique looks divide our staff, we all found it extremely practical. It's
effortless to hop in and out and drives more like a car than a traditional SUV. The hp engine in
our high-trim version delivers effortless power and palatable fuel economy. It rides comfortably
and is quiet. Handling is secure. The second-row seats afford limousine-like stretch-out room.
There are 2 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. View Recalls. Worse Better.
Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major.
Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body
Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots.
Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest subscriber survey for
about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough
sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not
manufactured for a specific year. An improperly inflated air bag increases the risk of injury in
the event of a crash. Read Recall Details. The driver frontal air bag may improperly inflate
during second-stage deployment in the event of a high speed crash. What should you do:. Ford
will notify owners, and dealers will inspect and replace the driver's frontal air bag module, as
necessary, free of charge. The recall is expected to begin on June 13, Owners may contact Ford
customer service at Ford's number for this recall is 16C Potential Number of Units Affected:
Hide Recall Details. If the vehicle experiences a loss of power steering assist, extra steering
effort will be required at lower speeds, increasing the risk of a vehicle crash. The affected
vehicles have electric power steering assist systems that may shut down as a result of a
steering motor sensor fault. If dealers find any loss of steering assist DTCs, the steering gear
will be replaced, free of charge. The recall began on July 21, Ford's number for this recall is 15S
Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local
Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters
Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. See the Back button â€”
blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? Add Complaint.
When pressing the brake pedal the car would not stop or slow. Pedal went to the floor and still
no stopping. Crashed into the rear end of another vehicle. On my way home from work , entered
the exit ramp to gratiot North bound and had to stop for a light. When the light changed green I
eased off of my rear brakes and heard a loud noise coming from them and could tell that the
brakes were seizing up a little. So the next day and there after I had no problem with them. On

the did the same thing but not as bad. Made appt. With Firestone auto care on to have a brake
inspection done all four tires, especially the rear passenger brake. I was told that both rear
caliper pins had ceased up on the rear brakes not allowing the caliper to open and close
properly. This caused the brake shoes to be replaced, both rotors and calipers, because by
know it was metal to metal. There was no work done to the front brakes because they were still
in good shape I was told. I had this vibrating or easy shake that would happen to the front when
I would slow down for a stop. I had this checked back in the winter to see if there is a problem
with my brakes but could not find nothing. Not that the back brakes are fixed the vibration is
gone. Persistent brake squealing even though brakes were regularly serviced. On further
inspection, it was discovered that a front brake caliper was cracked and leaking. Had to be
replaced. No one had ever heard of a caliper failing on a car with so few miles. Squealing has
been resolved since this repair. Cpsc: IA. Consumer stated that the chemicals used to melt ice
and snow causes brakes rotors to rot. Stated at 23, miles his rear brakes had to be replaced.
Also at 32, miles all the rotors were rotten again. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very
top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? I recently experienced a brake failure
on our Ford Flex. The right rear brake hose failed due to contact with the tire. This resulted in
the brake pedal going to the floor and a significant decrease in braking performance. The brake
hose failure was the result of improper routing of the brake line that happened when the caliper
was replaced. The issue here is that the brake warning light never activated even after the brake
pedal went to the floor several times. I have checked the bulb by putting the car in the run
position and found that the brake warning light does illuminate at that time. This happened
during normal city driving no heavy traffic, speeds between 0 and 45 mph, stopping at red lights
and slowing for turns - Garden Grove, CA, USA. Add Complaint. When my heat is on high
whether vents or the floor, and apply the brake while driving, the brake pedal vibrates and the
rpms increase and the vehicle stalls out. Heard noise from front brakes, like something was
loose when braking. Told that the bolts for the calipers were not correct and this was a known
issue. Waited for parts to come in and had replaced. No other issues with front brakes. Just had
front replaced at 75, miles. Rear brakes I have had in at least every six months to have evaluated
or worked on. Heard squealing noise from rear passenger brakes and rotor would get hot. I
thought the caliper was freezing. I kept taking it in and was told that it was the metallic pads
until finally I stopped in and showed the red hot rotor. Replaced both rear rotors, calipers and
pads. Had to replace again after 6 months and then 1 year later. I again thought the calipers
were not functioning properly. They "cleaned" my sliders and turned my rotors. Less than 2
months later, I took to my tire dealer for tire rotation and they stated my back passenger caliper
was frozen and uneven wear on my pads were noticed. I took to dealer and they denied the
calipers were bad. Changed pads and turned rotors again. Pads on each rear wheel had one pad
that look like it came brand new out of the box and the other was down to metal. I stated where
in my owners manual is this and didn't you just do that a month and a half ago? Driver side
back wheel bearing had to be changed with a caliper issue - they tried to tell me after having the
car for a week that it was tire noise. I took to an independent repair shop and they diagnosed
immediately the bad bearing. Took back to dealer and they admitted it was the bearing and
replaced. The caliper broke on the rear passenger side, leaving my brake engaged. Had to get
new calipers, brake pads, and rotors. The calipers were on back order from Ford for 2 weeks.
When stopping I would feel the car resisting stopping. I thought that the accelerator pedal was
sticking. I then realized I was stepping on both the brake and accelerator pedals at the same
time with the same foot. The harder I pressed the brake the harder I was pressing the
accelerator. This has happened several times before. There is not enough separation between
the pedals. There are similar reports from Flex owners on the internet. While driving 30 mph the
car simply dies. All lights come on and the car just shuts off. Left with no brakes, steering, or
control. Dealer brought in engineer, after a week with the car dealer cannot replicate problem.
Ford Motor Company decides nothing is wrong and force me to take dangerous car back. The
door latch recall covers more than 2. The latches can fail and cause the doors to open while the
vehicles are moving. Ford also is recalling nearly , F pickups in the U. The company says the
problem has caused seven low-speed crashes with two injuries. Check Ford Recall Website.
Ford has had nagging quality troubles with the latches, some car transmissions and other
issues that have hurt its bottom line. The company said Wednesday the previous door latch
recalls were done because of defective pawl spring tabs that could crack and fail in high
temperatures. The previously recalled vehicles may not have had the latches replaced, or
repairs may not have been done correctly, the company said in a statement. Owners will have
the option to inspect the latch date codes and check online to see if the two previous recalls
were done correctly or if further service is needed. The recall covers vehicles in the U. Not every
recalled vehicle from those model years will be included. The brake fluid recall covers certain

through Fs in the U. The F-Series pickups are the top-selling vehicles in the United States. All
the recalled trucks have 3. Ford says fluid can leak from the master cylinder for the front-wheel
circuit. Depending on how much fluid is lost, the front brakes could lose much of their stopping
ability, but the rear brakes would work. That can lengthen stopping distances and possibly
cause a crash. Ford says in a statement the driver could hear a chime or get a warning light on
the dashboard. It could also take more pressure on the pedal to stop the trucks. In , Ford
recalled the and versions of the trucks for the same problem. That same year, the government
opened an investigation to see if the recall should have covered more model years. All Rights
Reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed. CBSN
Boston. Baker Says Massachusetts Gov. Charlie Baker said the state expects its website
experience will be "significantly better" on Thursday as about 50, new appointments are made
available. School Closings. Now please, please, please, please skip out on this year's All-Star
festivities. Plus, award-winning chef Carl Dooley teaches us how to create a simple and elegant
seafood dish. Our design experts offer up some tips on the latest home trends, from the many
benefits of daylight, to open-concept living. Get an inside look at one of the most exclusive wine
tasting clubs in the northeast. How about archery or woodworking? Check Ford Recall Website
Ford has had nagging quality troubles with the latches, some car transmissions and other
issues that have hurt its bottom line. Dealers will replace the brake master cylinder and the
brake booster if it is leaking. This page is for personal, non-commercial use. We get it. Ads can
be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at
Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd
be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that.
And thanks for reading Autoblog. Noah Joseph. Share 0 Comments. Ford announced a recall of
nearly 8, vehicles spread across a broad range of models for a faulty parking brake, which
might not engage fully. The automaker has not received any reports of accidents or injuries
resulting from the issue. The recall affects certain examples of the Ford Explorer , the Taurus ,
and the Flex. The vehicles in question were assembled at the company's Chicago and Oakville
Ontario plants from May 4 to May All told, 7, of the affected vehicles are estimated to be in the
United States, with another in Canada , and a solitary example in Mexico. In order to address the
issue, owners are asked to bring the affected vehicles their local dealership , where technicians
will inspect the vehicle and where necessary, replace the parking brake control assembly. Show
full PR text. In these vehicles, the parking brake might not engage fully, which is a compliance
issue with FMVSS regarding brake systems. Ford is not aware of any accidents or injuries
associated with this issue. There are 7, vehicles in the United States and federalized territories,
in Canada and one in Mexico. Dealers will inspect the vehicle and, if necessary, replace the
parking brake control assembly at no cost to the customer. Featured Gallery Ford Explorer.
News Source: Ford Recalls Ford Lincoln Crossover sedan ford explorer ford taurus ford flex
lincoln mks lincoln mkt ford explorer. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please sign in to leave a
comment. Latest Recalls. Ford issues recalls for F-Series truck windshields, Super Duty
payload labels. Ford recalls Bronco Sport over loose rear suspension. View More. Thank You
Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're
using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Please enter a display name. Cancel Change Name. Dealer Reviews Find the best
dealership for you. Service Reviews Find good folks to fix your car. Cars for Sale Find the right
car for you. Car Recalls Make sure your car is safe to drive. Write a Review. Sign In. Dealer
Panel. Description of Recall:. Action Need To Fix It:. Please select a Make. Select a Model. Select
a Year. Zip Code. Log in to subscribe to recall alerts Email Address Password Please correct
highlighted fields. Account Help Use this form to retrieve your DealerRater account information.
Email address. Please correct highlighted fields. Account Help Your requested account
information will arrive momentarily. If not, please check your spam filter. Back to log in. Sign up
to subscribe to recall alerts Log in using your social media account OR. Before we can
complete your registration, please provide some additional details required for your DealerRater
account. Email Address. Confirm Email Address. Screen Name. Confirm Password. Your
password must contain: 8 to 25 characters At least 1 uppercase and 1 lowercase letter At least 1
number and 1 symbol. Already have an account? Log in. One Final Step Enter your email and a
screen name to verify your review. Screen name. Please login with your existing email. Forgot

your password? Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can provide peace
of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles
with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Ford Flex problems occur, check out our
car reliability stats. All years. Ford Flex repairs by problem area. Ford Flex brake repair cost
distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on
75 repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself
repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Replaced pads and rotors front and rear.
Rear brake system causes rear brakes to not release, so they drag. It has been a problem on
previous years and they issued a TSB. We have never done the front brakes and they have lots
of material left. However, when doing the drivers side, the caliper piston would not retract to fit
in the new pads. Replaced both calipers, lines, pads, and rotors for both sides. Decided to do
the HD brake upgrade. New calipers, brackets, rotors, pads and SS brake lines at all 4 corners.
Brake fluid flush as well. Calipers fine. Replaced brake pads, lubed and freed up salt corroded
bits. Resurface, sand pads, lubricated and adjust all brake components and reassemble front
brakes. Bottom caliper slide pins on both front brakes were rusted. Second time!!! The right
wheel components were rusted together the left components were headed in same direction.
Brakes loose power assit when engine cold at altitude over ft. Fix under SSM Not satisfactory.
TSB issued to fix harmonic noise from front brakes, dealer replaced rotors, pads, calipers,
caliper mounts. Repaired quickly, first time, problem has not re-occurred. Dealer replace the
"steering angle sensor DTC C". Problem corrected at no charge factory warranty. Replace
caliper and rear pads and turned rotors. They performed a TSB fix which included hardware but
not the brake material. When I went in to pick it up they told me it included the brake pads too.
Calipers were lubed and rotors and pads replaced. Fixed via TSB The master cylinder was
leaking, so it was replaced. Did not fix the problem. Traded the car. R side caliper was not
engaging. Traded Flex in to selling dealer. Told them to take it and shove it. They would not
honor Ford's warranty. Got it off of my hands. Buyer beware. It went to a wholesaler in Texas.
Brake worn by loose bolt and was replaced using a new bolt that had to be ordered. Had to
replace all rear pads and right rear rotor and have both calipers rebuilt. Ford TSB instructed
dealer to replace caliper holding brackets with new design. Rear pads were also replaced at this
time. More noticable when wet. Dealer performed TSB, replaced pads, rotor refinished, caliper
holding brackets, and installed new noise dampening springs to pads. All fine now. This repair
was done in June and so far seems to be working. I didn't want a fight. Caliper replaced. Parts
ordered. Common problem. Brake assembly was replaced. Intermittent, not reproducible on
demand. Applied TSB Hard to describe. TSB performed on previous trip. Service rep had me
bring car back in--parts sent by Ford for only one side before so repair not complete. Remainder
of parts came in. This time couldn't replicate. Couldn't fix. Installed tsb Will see if it works.
Dealership replaced rotors, pads, calipers re: Technical Service Bulletin. Dealer replaced pads,
rotors, calipers, and springs. See TrueDelta's information for all Ford models. Ford Flex Brake
Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles
with more than three repairs. While troubleshooting wheel bearing, it was noticed the rear
brakes were completely worn down and the front brakes did not have much life left. Rear brakes
and rotors are shot. Replaced rear passenger side pads successfully. Brakes groaning at the
end of a stop, dealership performed TSB and replaced front pads, rotors, caliper brackets. Stuck
rear caliper. Had 1 caliper hanging up and another getting close. Brakes choppy when stopping.
Had to replace both rear calipers, rotors, pads. Last rear brake job at miles. Replace rear pads
and rotors. Left rear caliper had to be replaced again. Corrosion plagues the rotors and calipers
on this car. A caliper shifted, causing brake noise, rear driver side. Pads replaced, rotor turned.
Rotors were rusty on the inside. Replaced rear rotors, calipers and pads. Replaced all rear
braking components. Booster brake hose replaced. Intermittent Brake 'Groaning' or 'Grinding'.
Service Advance Trac warning light came on. Rear passenger brake Caliper seize
mine diagram
tail light problems chevy truck
orbit sprinkler timer wiring diagram
d. Left rear brake was heating up. Right rear brake was dragging and caused premature wear of
the pads and rotor on that side. ABS Module replaced Problem with steering angle sensor.
Loose bolt on caliper on driver's front wheel. Both rear calipers stuck and would not completely
release. Rear inboard brake pads were wearing far faster than the rear outboard pads. Front
brakes developed groaning noise at low speed. Left Rear Caliper was leaking brake fluid from
back of caliper, leak from the mechanism that operates the parking brake. Right rear caliper
leaking internally, had the dealer fix as I had no time to do it myself. Front brake grinding noise.
Could feel brakes grab when turning out of parking lot at low speeds, even though brakes were

not being applied. Brake problem from last month returned. Intermittent wobble of steering
wheel during slow speed braking. Frozen front slide brackets and unnecessary stability control
activation. Typical front brake grinding problem with Flexes.

